
The element of risk is a constant in the
casino business. Tourists happily
embrace it when they walk through the

front doors. Casino operators do everything
they can to minimize it.

The people who service the slot machines
are called slot technicians. They use cards
and keys to access them to collect the coins
from inside. When not in use, these cards typi-
cally sit in a locked drawer. The person with
the key to this drawer is the slot manager.
Among his other duties, he’s responsible for
making sure these cards do not fall into the
wrong hands. 

The latest model in the Key Systems’
family of Security Asset Managers, the Card-
Key SAM, removes this risk through sophisti-
cated key control technology that’s been modi-
fied to secure cards of all sorts in metal slots
that “sense” when a card is removed and
returned. 
Like the other SAM models, the new Card-Key
SAM also:
•  Produces audit trails that record and 

document every transaction at the SAM. 
• Opens only for authorized PIN codes.
• Offers multiple access levels. 
•  Alarms if asset is out beyond a certain 

time limit.
But instead of using tamper-proof key rings

to secure the card inside, like the other SAMs,
the Card-Key SAM uses sleeves and keys to
hold the cards in place, 

Card-Key SAM’s can store up to 60 cards
depending on model. To remove the card, you
first have to remove the key, which holds the
card in place. You cannot put the key back in
once the card is removed. Both key and card
have to be removed and replaced together.
The SAM will not accept one without the other.

The Card-Key SAM from Key Systems offers
a unique brand of dual-purpose security.
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Secure your cards and keys...

“The Card-Key SAM uses
sleeves and keys to hold

the cards in place.”


